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About This Game

Story

Gail Pilgrim. Starship captain, war hero, ambassador for the new Galactic Union and chancellor of the Pilgrim Space Academy.

After everything that she's been through since her carefree days as a common hauler of goods and passengers, there would seem
to be very little left in the universe that could possibly daunt her. That is, until the day her crew answers a distress call from
Latona Research Station, which proves to be the first chapter in an unprecedented tale of counter-revolution, espionage and

betrayal.

Space Pilgrim Academy: Year 1 is a sequel to the popular Space Pilgrim Saga, set nine years after the events of the last episode.
In this brand new space adventure, you will play as both Gail Pilgrim and Margaret Dale, the academy's newest recruit.
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Features

 As Gail Pilgrim, encounter some old acquaintances, travel to new locations and begin to uncover the mystery behind the
destruction of Latona station.

 As Margaret Dale, attend classes at the academy: cosmography, xenobiology, engineering and more. You can choose
whether to try and impress or annoy the teachers, and your performance will impact her grades at the end of the term.
Just remember to keep watch for those dark forces which might seek to do her harm.

 Continue to relive the days of good old fashioned point-and-click adventure games.

 About five hours of gameplay for the average player.

 Mouse, keyboard and controller support.
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space pilgrim academy year 1 walkthrough. space pilgrim academy year 1

Fun game. Towering + Tower Defense and Coop. This game is garbage. Its buggy as hell. All level except level 1 is just blank
black and I cant see any goddamn thing. Also there're many weapons but most of them are useless. Hell, I cant even understand
whats the story or the objective of the player when they play this "game".. Why does my game never save? I hate it!!!!!!!! Fix
it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. so as im not youtube famous were i get paid thousands to say good things about games i guess ill just
be honest.
this game getting better with every update . i have played this game since the first release and it was♥♥♥♥♥♥to be honest not
a lot to do on it now we are here and its come on leaps and bounds and the potential of it is huge. i hope ten tree games push it as
far as they can (and donate me a awesome pc so i can keep up). for those who are hesitating about to purchase or not to
purchase the soundtrack, it's worth every penny, those soundtracks are lovely and peaceful as good as To the moon soundtracks
are, enjoy the music :). BRILLIANT GAME LOVE THE PUZZLES.
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This thing is a hoot to fly. Nothing will catch it on the deck. Buzzed Campbell River airport at 1.22 mach at less than 2\/3
throttle at 4000 ft. Turns like a semi, stand it on knife edge and pull, will black you out easily at speed. Stable as a swiss franc.
Good auto pilot but, has an anomoly. When autopilot turned off on sub screen mach command switch right below asi stays on
even though red indicator on asi goes out. Continues to control throttle. Turn this off and good to go. Other than that good
visability and fairly docile to land. Flys like everything I have read the Thud was like. Would be nice if you could drop
ordinance, maybe you can but have not figured out how. All and all worth the coin. Enjoy.. Keep in mind, this game can appear
to be deceptively easy.

The first few levels are simple and straight-forward. You run, you jump, you collect acorns and bop enemies on the head for
points. Maybe the "touch anything dangerous and you instantly die" system should have been a bit of a warning sign, but still. It
looked fun, and after forty minutes, it still was fun.

Then the next fifteen minutes were spent struggling to complete one set of levels in particular where the enemies were frequent,
the unstoppable moving spikes were all over the place, and enemies could happily decide to shoot at you from off-screen, giving
you not enough time to react to them.

It's still a neat little game, and it's cheap even at full price - and you get the really nice soundtrack as part of your purchase,
which is nice. But for me, it's just a little too difficult for me to have fun beyond the first third or so of the game.. The game
was good, not gonna lie.
It kept me interested and the free chapter made me want to buy the others.
I'll keep it short:

STORY
Pretty good, not a best-seller but good enough to keep me engaged.

MUSIC & SOUND
It's the kind of music that doesn't interefere with the game, it actually blends in with the visuals and it's not an invasive thing.
Props to the composer too, great score.

VISUALS
It's eyecandy basically. It's a nice hand-draw-style art, thou I did noticed a lack of variety in the main char avatars and in the first
chapter there's a limited amount of the same kind of wolf you can tolerate.

GAMEPLAY
Engaging.
If you're into storytelling, sign in. It made me want to buy the rest.
Don't be fooled thou, the strategic part they name it's quite limited.
As far as "variety of gameplay" it's basically a readthis-fightthis-checkyouritems-repeat.

OVERALL
7/10
Buy it as a pack thou.. Music is good, but graphics not! English translation is bad!

Is this game for robots, only, who have reflexes like ... robots? This is not suited for me.. It's basically exactly what you expect.
The only real problem is that it does not look very good and the resolution is very low, so you will probably want to turn off
fullscreen mode. This also fixed the fps for me.. Nice funny game... This game was a let-down for me. It is uninspired in it's
design but it is in its core a simple puzzle game with simple mechanics. It just left a sour feeling in me for the 41 minutes that I
played it. I really tried to enjoy it but I couldn't go beyond what I had played. Buy it during a sale if you want to try but
persoanlly, there are more inspiring puzzle games than this one. Sorry devs!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THIS GAME. Right,
so I bought this game for £0.11p (Money that I just had in my steam wallet from selling CS:GO cases) And honestly that is the
best 11p I have ever spent. I have only played 2.7 hours but im already addicted. I have never seen the Dev before but I think I
might get some of their other games (when they get released.) Thank you for such a great time playing such a simple yet
wonderful indie game! <3. I've waiting so long for a top-tier vaporwave game.
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It's finally here!

I'm a sucker for walking simulators but this game has a lot more content than at first glance. This game nails the vaporwave
aesthetic and then some, and manages to be both a relaxing and funny/memey experience. The light puzzle components are
really entertaining and feel well-integrated into the world. The music is also kick♥♥♥♥♥ but that's kind of a mandatory thing
when you make a game about vaporwave. The world design is awesome... went way beyond my expectations.

 The plot twist when you fall into Aquanet when the bridge crashes blew my ♥♥♥♥in mind. Also the final area that turned into
a hellish fever dream was a welcome change and really made me feel like I was delving deep into some corrupted code that was
beyond redemption. 

All in all I wish I was better at writing reviews but this is the greatest thing I've played in awhile. This filled the vapor void in my
soul that was yearning for something to fill for so long.

  The one thing I'm unsure about is the final badge and whether that unlocks any new areas that I have yet to discover. This is so
sad, can we get 4000 likes? 

Anyways, thank you dev(s). I really enjoyed this game and I'm definitely going to get some replays out of it.

UPDATE: Wrapping up Early Access, part 3 of ???:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Added a new achievement for beating all of the bonus puzzles.

 Improved the performance of collision detection in the Redshift.

 Fixed a bug where undocked EXA windows would sometimes cause the list of docked windows to scroll.

 Fixed a crash when typing semicolon comments next to macro instructions.

 Fixed the puzzle name for the bonus modem puzzle.

. Scions of Fate Coming Soon!:
Dear Players!

At long last, Scions of Fate is about to launch on Steam!

We expect this to be within 1 month.

All the enjoyable and satisfying events for new Steam users are being prepared.

SOF team hopes only best wishes for users and very excited to greet new Steam users!

Scions of Fate Steam Coming Soon!

Regards
GM Oni

. Hotfix 0.0.95H2:
Quick fix.
Download sizes are larger because we are adding things for Haunted Mansion.

[Fixed] - Lowered practice spawn height
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[Fixed] - Lighting in pyramid
[Fixed] - Ball spawning with light already on
[Fixed] - Sand slows ball like it should
[Fixed] - Water in Oasis too fast and unable to jump
[Fixed] - Weird rotation syncing
[Fixed] - Collision when re spawning back at the spawn point. There is a small area around the spawn that protects players
. Progress Update #2:
Those of you who've played the demo might have noticed another mode called the MAZE and this is what we've been working
on for a while now.

The MAZE is a mega structure that changes every time a mist hunters enters it. The goal is to get to the mysterious power
source that holds the MAZE together and destroy it. But it won't be easy. Every time you die you'll be thrown back to the
MAZE's doorstep.

Drawing inspiration from games like Hexen, Heretic and Quake, we wanted our levels to have a similar labyrinth-like structure.
So, we've started with a toolset that would allow us to create open semi-procedural levels with secrets, key locked doors and
monster closets.

This is how it works. We design a number of level chunks, place enemies, pick-ups and secrets in those chunks. Then we create
templates, basically make a diagram of how those chunks should be put together. Usually, in other games of this genre this step
is giving out to the algorithms, but this approach gives less control over the flow of the level.

There is just a handful of level chunks, so I just put them arbitrary together to show how a most primitive template is being
made.
https://i.imgur.com/zoLbAiP.gif

This is how it looks in the editor, when a level is being generated using the template.

https://i.imgur.com/7FduOEK.gif

And how it looks in the game

https://imgur.com/VHJsPvH

This method takes more effort and manual work, but I think the end result is well worth it.

Along with the toolset, we're also working on the MAZE's first world and its boss. Yes, there are going to be bosses.
And this the first one you'll have to face in the MAZE.

The Lord Gizzard - the king of void looters and Feru Mist junkies.

 https://i.imgur.com/QeX5OEQ.gif

I don't want to give away his attacks, I'll only say that he has more then one phase.

Stay tuned for more news.
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If you want to say Hi or get smaller but more frequent updates you can join our discord[discord.gg] .  Sky to Fly: Soulless
Leviathan is currently live on Steam!:
Hi friends!

Sky to Fly: Soulless Leviathan is currently live on Steam!
A sequel of the legendary steampunk action runner is waiting for you!
Enjoy Sky to Fly: Soulless Leviathan following this link: http://store.steampowered.com/app/457810/
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